
Scandinavian Collectors Club Library Auction #71 

(Closing Date January 31, 2024) 
 
This is SCC Library’s 71st auction of items offered to SCC members.  These 100 lots 
are excess to SCC Library holdings.  Sales realizations will be used for SCC Library 
operating expenses and to purchase future literature acquisitions.  Place bids with 
Roger Cichorz, 3925 Longwood Ave., Boulder, CO 80305-7233, USA; telephone (303) 
494-8361, or email rcichorz@comcast.net.  This auction closes January 31, 2024. 
 

Terms of the Sale 

1. The minimum bid accepted for a lot is the starting bid.  Wherever possible, the auctioneer’s estimated market 
value (EMV) or actual current market value from dealers’ pricelists or other sources (CMV) is included in the lot 
description as a guideline for bidders. 

2. The highest (successful) bid will be placed at one bidding increment over the second-place bid.  Bidding 
increments are:  $0.50 to $5 = $0.50, $5 to $25 = $1, $25 to $50 = $2, $50 to $100 = $3, and >$100 = $5.  All 
nonconforming bids will be rounded down to the proper bid increment.  Bids are in U.S. currency.  In instances of 
tied high bids, the lot sells to the earliest bidder.  The winning bid will be one bidding increment over the second-
place bid regardless of the amount bid. 

3. E-mail bids (rcichorz@comcast.net) are preferred, but telephone (303-494-8361) or mail bids (3925 
Longwood Ave., Boulder, CO 80305-7233) are acceptable.  Mail bids need to arrive at the auctioneer’s Boulder 
home address on or before the date of the auction’s closing, and the auctioneer is not responsible for late mail 
delivery.  Bid sheets should include your SCC membership number to confirm eligibility to participate and your 
name and mailing address.  E-mail bids will be confirmed by e-mail reply.  Telephone bids will be notated and 
confirmed by the auctioneer at the time they are placed.  Mail bids will not be confirmed unless bidder includes a 
telephone number or e-mail address.  By placing a bid, you acknowledge that you agree to be bound by the terms 
and conditions of the sale. 

4. Successful bidders will be informed of their winning bids shortly after the close of the auction.  Invoices will 
be included with the dispatched auction lots.  Postage (and insurance, if applicable) will be added to the price of 
the successful bid(s).  Payment can be made in U.S. funds by check (to the “SCC Library”), USPS postal money 
order, bank draft, or in currency (at sender’s risk, auctioneer suggests certified or insured mail).  Sorry, credit-card 
payments are not accepted, although payments via PayPal can be arranged (inquire with the auctioneer). 

5. Lots may be returned for a refund if grossly misdescribed.  Lots consisting of multiple non-book items are only 
approximately described, so slight inaccuracies in the item counts and description of the lots are not cause for 
return.  Books, catalogues, and periodicals are used library copies in serviceable condition, unless otherwise noted 
in the lot descriptions. 

6. Prices realized for lots are distributed to bidders via e-mail soon after the auction closing and published on the 
SCC Website.  If applicable, unsold lots are noted at the end of the prices realized list and are available at their 
respective starting bids on a first-come, first-served basis. 

Scandinavian / Nordic Literature Lots 

 
The first five lots consist of partial or incomplete runs of selected Nordic philatelic periodicals that were 
deaccessioned from SCCL.  Unless otherwise noted in the descriptions, the periodicals are in sound condition 
(good to like-new, depending on age).  Deaccessioned SCCL literature lots offered in the previous two SCCL 
auctions were popular, competitive items drawing several bids each.  These five lots will be the last of the 
deaccessioned periodicals offered in SCCL auctions.   
 
 

1. Norway:  the first 14 issues (1992-1997 Vols. 1 to 5 complete + Vol. 6, No.1) of Romeriks-Filatelisten / The 
Romerike Philatelist, in Norwegian, two to three issues a year periodical of the stamp clubs in the Romerike 
region of Norway, 5¾” x 8¾” staple-bound paperback, profusely illustrated, issues contain 20 to 28 pages (24 
pages average), content includes news of the region’s clubs, dealer ads, and articles on a wide range of subjects 
with in-depth emphasis on the postal history and mails of the Romerike region.  EMV = $42, Starting bid = $7. 

2. Scandinavia:  English-text periodical titled Scandinavian International Philately, C. Nieuland (Editor), 
Rotterdam, Holland, an apparent complete run of 27 issues from Vols. 1-6 (1969-1980) and incomplete run of five 
issues of Vols. 7 and 8 (1982-1985), staple-bound paperback, Vols. 1-2 are 4¾” x 8½” and subsequent issues are 
5¾” x 8¼”, issues contain 4 to 36 pages (19 pages average), some early issues contain useful philatelic articles by 
notable authors, but emphasis throughout is with the Editor’s philatelic literature project, lot includes, but not 
counted, an additional ten pricelists and auctions for philatelic literature.  EMV = $32, Starting bid = $6. 



3. Scandinavia:  complete set of Volumes 1 & 2 (12 issues from 1969 to 1971) of the English-text Scandinavian 
International Philately, C. Nieuland (Editor), Rotterdam, Holland, bound into a 4⅞” x 8¾” black buckram library 
hardcover edition, 206 pages.  EMV = $20, Starting bid = $4. 

4. Scandinavia:  remainders clearance lot of 14 different periodicals (11 Scandinavian text and three English 
text), comprising two 1970 Filateli, 2004 Filatelie, three 1986-1987 Grúsk, two 2005 Hembygds Filatelisten, 
2022 #2 Info, three 1978-1979 Scandinavian International Philately, and two 2014 & 2018 Zise, offered too 
inexpensively at ~22 cents an issue to further describe here.  EMV = $30, Starting bid = $3. 

5. Worldwide:  nine different 1938 Volume One issues of Internationalt Frimærke-NYT / International Stamp -
New, in Danish, monthly publication of Helios Forlag, Copenhagen, 8¾” x 11¼” staple-bound paperback, 12 
pages an issue, all nine issues are three-hole punched, profusely illustrated.  Most issues have one feature article 
on a variety of subjects (e.g., Rowland Hill and Swedish locals), worldwide scope, but Scandinavia is well 
represented.  EMV = $18, Starting bid = $3. 

6. Danish West Indies / Denmark:  Danmarks og Dansk Vestindiens Tofarvede Frimærker / Denmark and 
Danish West Indies Bicolored Postage Stamps, in Danish, by G. A. Hågemann, Københavns Philatelist Klub, 
Copenhagen, 1942, 136 pages, illustrated, 7” x 10¼” hardbound, condition issues (cover damage with staining 
and spine separation, but pages are like-new).  Number 3 of Hågemann’s classic Danish handbook series, 
comprising four parts on Danish & DWI bicolored issues.  Not-counted bonus are four used DWI 12c bicolored 
stamps hinged onto pages 154-155 (Scott #11 @ $170 each italicized).  EMV = $40, Starting bid = $10. 

7. Denmark/Danish Areas:  AFA Specialkatalog 1976, in Danish, Aarhus Frimærkehandel, Aarhus, Denmark, 
280 pages, profusely illustrated, 5¾” x 8” softbound, ISBN 87-7012-044-7, good condition.  An early edition of 
the standard priced stamp catalogue in Denmark where AFA catalog numbers are used extensively, with detailed 
specialized listings of stamps of Denmark (particularly detailed for the R.B.S. and bicolored issues), Faroes, 
Greenland, and Danish West Indies.  An early edition of the AFA Specialkatalog for a bibliophile’s philatelic 
bookshelf.  EMV = $20, Starting bid = $5. 

8. Denmark:  Danske Postfrimærker 1851-1901 / Danish Postage Stamps, in Danish, by O. Koefoed, Alfred 
Jacobsen, Copenhagen, 1901, 156 pages, profusely illustrated, 6½” x 8¼” hardbound, fair condition (worn cover, 
but inner pages are pristine).  Rare early handbook subtitled an “historical thesis prepared on the basis of original 
documents” with much useful information on classic Danish stamps.  Unfortunately, the tipped-in reprints of #1 
and #2 and a 4 RBS Riis essay were removed, but another copy (also without reprints is currently being offered 
for $250 as a book “sought after by both bibliophiles and specialists” for $250!  EMV = $100, Starting bid = $20. 

9. Denmark:  two volume set (the text and black-and-white plates) of Danmarks Kataloget (DAKA) 1947 / 
Denmark’s 1947 DAKA Catalogue, in Danish, by J. Schmidt-Andersen and Flemming Rønne, Stella Filatelist 
Forlag A/S, Copenhagen, 180 pages and 2 pages + 20 plates, respectively, profusely illustrated, 5¾” x 8¼” 
softbounds, fair condition (catalogue pages intact but cover damage and repair, plate book is in good condition).  
An early edition of the DAKA Catalogue for a bibliophile’s philatelic bookshelf.  EMV = $25, Starting bid = $6. 

10. Denmark:  set of three books:  Fire Rigsbankskilling, Pladning af Plade I, af Plade II, and af Plades III og 
IV / Four Rigsbank Skilling, Plating of Plate 1, of Plate II, and of Plates III and IV, in Danish and English, by 
Hans Schønning and Erik Paaskesen, Aarhus Frimærkehandel, Aarhus, Denmark, 1976, 80, 80, & 128 pages, 6¾” 
x 9” softbounds, ISBNs 87-7012-053-6, …-081-7, & -097-8, good condition.  Handbooks with oversized 
illustrations of the platings of this classic stamp.  CMV= $36, Starting bid = $12. 
 
11. Denmark:  The Classic Stamps of Denmark, Gerda Bechsgaard et al. (Editors), The Philatelic Foundation of 
Denmark, Copenhagen, 1992, 160 pages, profusely illustrated, 8½” x 12’ hardbound, pristine.  Remarkable 
souvenir album comprising color illustrations and descriptive text of “Hall of Fame” Danish stamps and postal 
history up to 1870, originally priced at $100.  CMV = $40, Starting bid = $16. 

12. Denmark:  Danske Frimærker i Stålstik 50 År / 50 Years of Recess-Printed Danish Stamps, in Danish, Danish 
Post, Copenhagen, 1983, 40 pages, profusely illustrated (some color), 8¼” x 9¾” softbound, good condition.  
Detailed account of the production of Denmark’s intaglio (steel-engraved) stamps.  CMV = $7, Starting bid = $2. 

13. Denmark:  Fortegnelse over Nummerstempler på 1875 Ugdaven (KE 1973/74) / List of Numeral Postmarks 
on the 1875 Issues (KE 1973/74), in Danish, by Kristen Ehlers, KE Frimærker, Copenhagen, 1973, 16 pages, 5¾” 
x 8¼” paperback, ISBN 87-997126-2-8, like-new condition.  Useful priced (albeit outdated) listing of the Danish 
three-concentric-circles, numeral postmarks, arranged by the number in center with identification of user post 

office.  EMV = $3, Starting bid = $1. 

14. Denmark:  KE Special Katalog 1986, Brevsamlingsstempler / KE Specialized Catalogue 1986, Letter-
Collection Postmarks, in Danish with an English Preface, by Kirsten Ehlers, International Frimaækehandel, Ann 
Arbor, MI, 1986, 82 pages, profusely illustrated, 5⅜” x 8¼” softbound, ISBN 87-982183-2-8, like-new condition.  
Comprehensive priced catalogue of concentric-circle name and numeral, circular star, and circular star-removed 
postmarks (stjerne, udslebne, faareveile, taarbærk, taarnby, and esrom types), arranged alphabetically by town 



names – useful reference even though it has been superseded by a later edition and other specialized catalogues.  
EMV = $20, Starting bid = $5. 

15. Denmark:  Brotypestemplerne ved de Underordnede Posthuse uden Selvstædnding Postadresse / Bridge-
Type Postmarks of Subordinate Post Offices Without Their Own Post Addresses, in Danish, by Erik Schou 
Anderson, Jerry Kern, and Jan Bendix, Forlaget Skilling, Skibby, 1989, 104 photocopied loose-leaf pages, 
profusely illustrated, ISBN 87-91932-02-5.  This is a photocopy of the still-useful priced catalogue of Danish 
bridge-type postmarks, arranged alphabetically by place names, although it has been superseded by Kern and 
Bendix’s 2007 edition of Brotypestemplerne ved Mindre Posthuse uden Selvstændig Postadresse.  EMV = $10, 
Starting bid = $2.50. 

16. Denmark:  Posthornstemplerne og Øvrige Kassetømningsstempler fra Danske Jernbane-, Rutebil- og 
Ordinære Skibsruter / Post Horn Postmarks and Other Collection Box Postmarks from Danish Railway, Bus, and 
Ordinary Shipping Routes, in Danish, by Jerry Kern, Forlaget Skilling / DAKA, Copenhagen, 2006, 150 pages, 
profusely illustrated, 6” x 8¼” softbound, ISBN 87-91932-000-9, pristine.  Priced catalogue of crowned posthorn 
postmarks on cover and piece, arranged alphabetically by place names, includes many color illustrations of covers 
and a two-page summary in English.  CMV = $46, Starting bid = $15. 
 
17. Denmark:  Stjernestempler / Star Postmarks, in Danish, by Jan Bendix and Jerry Kern, in Danish, Forlaget 
Skilling / DAKA, Copenhagen, 2006, 253 pages, profusely illustrated, 6” x 8¼” softbound, ISBN 87-91932-02-5, 
pristine.  Priced catalogue of concentric circle, star, and star-removed postmarks (Danish esrom, stjerne I, stjerne 
II, and udslebne types), arranged alphabetically by place names, includes many color illustrations of covers.  
CMV = $57, Starting bid = $19. 
 
18. Denmark / Postal History:  Denmark, The Inland Mail,1871-1902, by Mogens Juhl, Forlaget Skilling, Skibby, 
Denmark, 1990, 72 pages, profusely illustrated, 6¼” x 9⅜” paperback, ISBN 87-87832-18-6, good condition (slight 
front cover marring from ex-library label removal).  Outstanding handbook, citing the 1871 postal reform, 1875 
monetary reforms, philatelic highlights with emphasis on the skilling-to-øre transition, mail categories and postal 
rates after the 1871 and 1888 Acts, and usages in this period.  CMV = $20, Starting bid = $6. 

19. Faroes:  Faroe Islands Meter Marks, 1943-2006, in English, by Steen Jack Petersen, Forlaget Skilling / 
DAKA, Copenhagen, 2006, 40 pages, profusely illustrated in color, 5¾” x 8¼” paperback, ISBN 87-91-93201-7, 
pristine.  Essential priced catalogue (in DKK) of all known Faroes meter marks to 2006, listed by machine types 
and divided by the earlier “Danish period” (DANMARK) and later “Faroe period” (FØROYAR).  CMV = $10, 
Starting bid = $4. 

20. Finland / Periodical:  The Finnish Philatelist, the quarterly newsletter of the Finnish Study Group of the 
SCC, edited and published by Roger Quinby, six different issues from Vol. 2, No. 2 (June 1997) to Vol. 13, No. 3 
(August 2008), 8½” x 11” staple bound, profusely illustrated.  Issues vary from 16 to 32 pages each (24 pages 
average) and contain a wide range of articles on all aspects of Finnish stamps and postal history, a treasure trove 
of research reports.  EMV = $24, Starting bid = $6. 

21. Greenland:  DAKA GF 6, Grønland 1997 Poststempler efter 1938 / Greenland 1997 Postmarks after 1938, 
in Danish and English, by Erik Paaskesen and Eric v. Wowern, DAKA Forlag, Turvuren, Belgium, 1997 (16th) 
Edition, 128 pages, profusely illustrated, 5⅞” x 8¼” softbound, ISBN 87-7012-264-4, ISSN 1397-1034, like-new 
condition.  Illustrated, priced (albeit dated) catalogue of >1200 modern Greenland postmarks from more than100 
different offices listed alphabetically by place name, includes offices in Denmark, event pictorial, and U.S. base 
postmarks.  EMV = $20, Starting bid = $8. 

22. Iceland:  photocopies of 26 “Scandinavian Varieties” one-page illustrated articles by R. Norby, a regular 
series from 1970 to 1975 in The Scandinavian Scribe, Publication devoted to Scandinavian philately.  Most of 
these feature varieties of Iceland stamps were reported by readers, but several deal with Denmark, Finland, and 
Norway, and some interesting flyspeck information is presented here.  EMV = $5, Starting bid = $1. 

23. Norway:  Om at Samle Norske Posthornmærker / On Collecting the Norwegian Posthorn Stamps, in Danish, 
by Max Meedom, J. Fr. Clausen Forlag, Copenhagen, 1974, 48 pages, illustrated, 5” x 7¼” softbound, ISBN 87 
11 039166 7, like-new condition.  Useful handbook detailing this prolonged issue of definitive stamps, includes 
production history and plating information.  CMV = $6, Starting bid = $3. 

24. Norway / Airmail:  Posten Får Vinger / The Mail Service Gets Wings, in Norwegian, by Bjørn Storberget, 
Dato Forlag AS, Asker, Norway, 1995, 48 pages, profusely illustrated in color, 7¾” x 10¾” softbound, like-new 
condition.  Illustrated philatelic history of the Norway Post airmail service.  CMV = $9, Starting bid = $3. 

25. Norway / Postal History:  Håndskrevne Poststednavn på Norske Brev / Handwritten Post Office Names on 
Norwegian Mail, in Norwegian, by Kjell Mathiesen and E. C. Hannevig, Norsk Filatelistforbund, Oslo, 1986, 70 
pages, profusely illustrated, 6¾” x 9½” softbound, ISBN 82-7319-032-3, good condition (some cover wear).  
Essential handbook for collectors of early Norwegian covers – the primary reference on covers from the 1600s 



through 1900s bearing manuscript town names when postmark devices did not exist or were unavailable.  CMV = 
$29, Starting bid = $9. 

26. Norway / Postal History:  Norske Brev Før 1855 / Norwegian Covers Before 1855, in Norwegian, by Ivar 
Sundsbø, Filatelistisk Forlag a/s, Bergen, Norway, 1989, 142 pages, profusely illustrated, 6⅞” x 9⅜” softbound, 
ISBN 82-90272-35-9, good condition.  Essential reference for pre-philatelic covers, including route maps, rate 
markings, rate tables, and tables for 1851-1875 Scandinavian-European currency exchange rates.  CMV= $54, 
Starting bid = $16. 

27. Norway / Maritime Postal History:  Sjø-Postruter på Utlandet / Sea-Post Routes Abroad, in Norwegian, by 
Per Eirik Danielsen, Norsk Filatelistforbund and Filatelistisk Forlag AS, Oslo/Bergen, 1993, 100 pages, profusely 
illustrated, 7” x 9½” hardbound, ISBN 82-90272-48-9, good condition.  Illustrated handbook of the ships servicing 
the Bergen-Newcastle, Kristiansand-Newcastle, and Christianssand-Frederikshavn routes, with an illustrated 
catalogue listing of the route postmarks and their dates of use.  CMV = $38, Starting bid = $12. 

28. Norway / WWII Postal History:  Tysk Postsensur i Norge under 2.Verdenskrig 1940-45 / German Postal 
Censorship in Norway During World War II, 1940-45, in Norwegian, by Bjarne J. Fjeld, Frimerke-Ringen 
Posthorn, Oslo, 1977, 30 pages, profusely illustrated, 5¾” x 8¼” paperback, like-new condition.  Useful 
introduction to and illustrated listings of German censor markings, includes background information and 
illustrations of 16 censored covers.  Apparently a rare out-of-print, high-demand book not available from internet 
booksellers, but a copy sold at Fyns Friemærke auction for DKK413/~$60.61.  EMV = $30, Starting bid = $10. 

29. Norway / WWII Postal History:  Norge Postveier og Sensur under den Annen Verdenskrig / Norway Post 
Roads and Censorship During the Second World War, in Norwegian, by Svein Andreassen, Norsk Filatelist-
forbund and Filatelistisk Forlag A/S, Bergen, Norway, 1995, 262 pages, profusely illustrated, 6⅞” x 9½” 
paperback, ISBN 82-90272-56-1, good condition (slight cover marring).  Illustrated postal history in seven 
chapters covering the outbreak of war, occupation, the Atlantic routes, British and American censorship, the 
contact over the front lines, the Stockholm route, and post-war period.  EMV = $60, Starting bid = $20. 

30. Norway / Military Postal History:  Den Tyske Marinens Feltposttjeneste i Norge 1940-1945 / The German 
Navy's Field Postal Service in Norway 1940-1945, in Norwegian, by Torbjørn Larsson-Fedde, Norsk Filatelist-
forbund, Oslo, 1995, iii + 44 pages, profusely illustrated in color, 6⅞” x 9½” softbound, ISBN 82-90272-58-8, like-
new condition.  Useful reference book listing locations of German naval field posts in Norway and illustrating 
outward covers of the period.  CMV = $38, Starting bid = $12. 

31. Norway / Postal Rates:  Norske Innenrikske Porto-Takster & Gebyrer 1877-1995 / Norwegian Domestic 
Postage Rates & Fees, in Norwegian, by Erling Johan Aune and Kristian Aune, Norsk Filatelistforbund and 
Filatelistisk Forlag AS, Oslo/Bergen, 1997, 342 pages, illustrated (some color), 6⅞” x 9⅜” softbound, ISBN 82-
90272-65-0, good condition.  The authoritative, essential domestic rates handbook comprised of explanatory text 
and tables, with 12 major sections rates for letters & postal stationery, printed matter & other specialized mail, 
bulk shipments, newspapers, discounted mail, local mail, parcel post, payment services, airmail, unpaid & 
insufficiently paid mail, different types (leaflets, telegrams, faxes, and audio letters), and other various charges & 
fees.  Although in Norwegian, its rate listings are entirely tabular, so there are no user problems here for the 
English-only reader.  CMV = $98, Starting bid = $32. 

32. Norway:  – Vil Du Bli med Hjem å Se på Frimerkene Mine?  Frimerkesamling i Norge 1860-2005 / – Will 
You Come Home with Me to Look at My Stamps?  Philately in Norway 1860-2005, in Norwegian, by Øyvind 
Refsnes, Norsk Filatelistforbund, Oslo, 2006, 190 pages, profusely illustrated in color, 6¾” x 9½ softbound, ISBN 
82-92531-07-6, pristine.  Historical overview of stamp collecting in Norway and the resources available to 
Norwegian philatelists by the Editor of Norsk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift.  CMV = $13.50, Starting bid = $4. 

33. Norway:  Literature remainders discounted close-out lot of five items in good condition, all in Norwegian, 
comprising ● Frimerke-Samleren, Oppslagsbok for Alle Frimerke-Intereesserte / The Stamp Collector, Reference 
Book for All People Interested in Stamps, by Sigurd Tullberg (1970, 208 pages, 5”x 7 ¼” softbound) and four 6” x 
8¼” staple-bound paperback booklets [●Norges Frimerker Vurderingsliste / Norway Stamps Assessment List (1975 
price list from unknown source, 20 pages), ● Postkort Tegnet av Kjell Aukrust / Postcards Drawn by Kjell Aukrust, 
by Asbjørn Ersvi (2011, 32 pages), ● Omsetning av Frimerker – Auksjon eller Salg til Fast Pris? / Sale of Stamps 
by Auction or Sale at a Fixed Price?, by Kjell Germeten (1982, 24 pages), and ● Lokale Frimerke-produkter / 
Local Stamp Products (Posten Trondheim 1997 price list, 32 pages).  CMV = $20, Starting bid = $2. 

34. Sweden:  Sveriges Frankotecken, Handbok, Del II – 1962 / Sweden’s Postage Stamps, Handbook, Part II –
1962, in Swedish, SFF (Sveriges Filatelist Förbund), Stockholm, 224 pages, illustrated, 6¾” x 9½” softbound, 
good condition.  Classic reference, anthology of 12 articles by Erik Blomberg, Erik Kihlblom, Erik L. Magnus, 
Georg Menzinsky, and Hugo Olsson on Swedish stamp issues, with subjects ranging from the 1862 local 
provisionals and lion types, ring types, and Oscar IIs to 1949 coils.  CMV = $25, Starting bid = $5. 



35. Sweden / Postal History:  Facit Postal VI, Ortstämplar & Posthistoria / Place Name Postmarks & Postal 
History, in Swedish and English, Facit Förlags AB, Stockholm, 1997, 392 pages, profusely illustrated, 6¾” x 9½” 
softbound, ISBN 91-86564-43-9, good condition.  According to its Foreword, this edition contains thoroughly 
revised sections for town cancels, postal labels, discontinued and newly opened post offices, postal rates, military 
post, and railway cancellations, so it remains a useful postmarks and postal history reference despite being 
superseded by four later editions.  CMV = $26, Starting bid = $5. 

36. Sweden:  Svensk Postcensur under Andra Världskriget / Swedish Postal Censorship During World War II, in 
Swedish, by Ingemar Wågerman, Swedish Postal Museum, Stockholm, 1995, 118 pages, profusely illustrated, 
6½” x 9½” softbound, ISBN 91-971567-1-X, ISSN 1100-5092, pristine.  Postal Museum Publication No. 38, an 
illustrated handbook of cancels, postal markings, and censor marks, with an extensive bibliography and index.  
CMV = $36, Starting bid = $10. 

37. Scandinavia / Prephilately / Postal History:  Les Cachets “D Allemagne,” “Hambourg,” et “Hamburg” / 
The Cachets “D Allemagne,” “Hambourg,” et “Hamburg,” in French with a 2-page summary in English, by 
Børge Lundh, Danske Filatelisters Fællesfond, Copenhagen, 1989, 140 pages, profusely illustrated, 8¾” x 10⅜” 
softbound, good condition.  Important prephilatelic postal history study of the characteristics of postmarks used in 
Hamburg from 1697 to 1806 that appear on letters from Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Hamburg primarily to 
France.  CMV = $65, Starting bid = $20. 

38. Scandinavia:  Clearance lot of 13 softbound old Scandinavian stamp catalogues and dealer’s price lists in 
mixed condition, not much in the way of research or specialized listings herein, but an eclectic assortment of old 
volumes with enough content to take a philatelic bibliophile down Memory Lane.  Lot consists of ● Charles J. 
Phillips’s circa 1926 edition of Denmark 1851-1899 Detailed, Descriptive, Priced Catalogue of the Early Issues, 
● Olaf Halvorsen’s 1927 Prisliste Nr. 27, ● Aarhus Frimærkehandel’s 1928 Skandinavisk Frimærke-katalog, 
● Henry Wennberg’s 1934 Specialkatalog över Nordiska Ländernas Frimärken, ● Rylunds 1936 Illustrerede 
Frimærke-Katalog over Alle Skandinaviske Frimærker, ● Henry Wennberg’s 1946 Price List Nr. 72, ● Frimærke-
huset Hermes’ 1947 Standard Frimærke-Katalog, ● Henry Wennberg’s Specialkatalog de Nordiska Ländernas 
Frimärken 1851-1947, ● Henry Wennberg’s 1951 Katalog och Prislista Nr. 76, ● Henry Wennberg’s 1955 
Katalog Handbok, ● Norsk Frimerkehandlerforening’s 1950 Katalog over Skandiaviske Frimerker, ● Viking 1950 

Norden-Katalog, ● Skandia 1951 Politikens Skandinaviske Frimærke-Katalog.  EMV = $60, Starting bid = $13. 

Non-Scandinavian Literature Lots 

39. Philately:  Le Grand’s Manual for Stamp Collectors, by Dr. A. Le Grand (Dr. Magnus), George D. Hurst, 
Publisher, New York City, 1896, 173 pages, 5⅛” x 7½” hardbound, fair condition (worn cover).  Subtitled A 
Companion to the Stamp Album, this is an original English Edition (not a reprint edition @ CMV $20) “translated, 
adapted, and annotated for the American collector” by Henri Péne du Bois, a nostalgic and historical look back at 
the state of stamp collecting before the turn of the Twentieth Century.  EMV = $40, Starting bid = $8. 

40. Philately:  How to Detect Damaged, Altered, and Repaired Stamps, by Paul W. Schmid, Palm Press, 
Huntington, NY, 1979 First Edition, x + 105 pages, profusely illustrated, 5⅝” x 8¾” hardbound, like-new 
condition.  Critically acclaimed reference to aid in recognizing regummed, reperforated, repaired, and altered 
stamps, and although all examples are U.S. stamps, the concepts presented are applicable to worldwide issues.  
CMV = $40, Starting bid = $8. 

41. Philately / Great Britain:  Forensic Philately, Herman Herst, Jr. (Editor), author-published, Boca Raton, FL, 
1986, iv + 133 pages, 8½” x 10½” softbound, previous owner markings on cover and title page, otherwise good 
condition.  A departure from Herst’s usual books about his stamp dealer experiences, this book is an account of 
the famous English stamp fraud trials involving Messrs. Bluett, Benjamin, Sarpy, Jeffryes, and Dr. Assmus 
originally published in The Stamp News, 1890-1892, includes a five-page introduction by L. N. Williams titled 
“The Legal Scene.”  EMV = $15, Starting bid = $3. 

42. Philately:  Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium on Analytical Methods in Philately, Thomas 
Lera and John H. Barwis (Editors), The Institute for Analytical Philately, Inc., Akron, OH, 2020, viii + 106 pages, 
profusely illustrated in color, 8¾” x 11¼” softbound, ISBN 978-0-578-67273-1, good condition (like-new except 
cover and pages at bottom right creased).  Anthology of 13 symposium papers of analytical instrumental methods 
and techniques for determining physical characteristics of stamps, such as papers and inks.  To view its contents, 
IFAP posted a copy on-line at https://www.analyticalphilately.org/documents/IAP_ Proceedings_2020.pdf.  
CMV = $40, Starting bid = $8. 

43. France:  Paris par Moulins, Illustrerede Skilringer fra Belejringen 1870/71 / Paris by Moulins, Illustrated 
Descriptions of the Siege 1870-1871, in Danish, by Günther Heyd, A. A. Forgalet A/S, Glostrup, Denmark, 1969, 
108 pages, profusely illustrated, 8½” x 9½” hardbound, like-new condition (shabby dust jacket).  History of the 
Siege of Paris with an emphasis on postal history and correspondence.  CMV= $14, Starting bid = $4. 



44. Great Britain / Channel Islands:  Clearance lot of four Stanley Gibbons priced catalogues, comprising 
Collect Channel Island Stamps, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Editions (1972-1974) and Collect British Stamps 5th Edition (1969), 
32 to 68 pages each, profusely illustrated, paperbacks, good condition.  Despite dated prices, the C.I. catalogues 
contain useful listings of the German Occupation issues (not covered in Scott Standard) and sections on the postal 
markings of Guernsey, Jersey, Herm, & Sark, while the G.B. catalogue is a simplified listing of the postage 
stamps, postage dues, overprinted officials, & regional issues of G.B., as well as stamps of Guernsey, Isle of Man, 
and Jersey.  EMV = $20, Starting Bid = $2. 

45. Hawaii:  Hawaii, Its Stamps and Postal History, by Henry A. Meyer, Frederic R. Harris, William J. Daven, 
John K. Bash, and Others, The Philatelic Foundation, New York City, 1948, xii + 412 pages, profusely illustrated, 
6¼” x 9¼” hardbound, excellent condition.  The standard reference work on the proofs, stamps, postal markings, 
and postal history of Hawaii – a rare out-of-print handbook, a must-have for the philatelic bibliophile (Bansner @ 
$240 and Hartmann @ $250).  CMV = $245, Starting bid = $60. 

46. Uruguay:  1989 Catalogo de Estampillas del Uruguay, by Juan K. Kobylanski and Elias Casal Gari, in 
Spanish, ASCAT, 240 pages, profusely illustrated, 6½” x 9⅜” softbound, profusely illustrated, good condition.  
Comprehensive catalogue of all categories of Uruguay’s stamps and postal stationery, including the 1897 
revolutionary issues, production and some specialized information.  EMV = $30, Starting bid = $6. 

47. C.S.A.:  The New Dietz Confederate States Catalog and Handbook, by Hubert C. Skinner, Erin R. Gunter, and 
Warren H. Sanders, Bogg & Lawrence Publishing Co., Inc., Miami, FL, 1986 Second Edition, xvii + 219 pages, 
profusely illustrated, 7½” x 10¼” hardbound, pristine.  This volume is a significant expansion of the 1980 First 
Edition and remains a valuable reference work although superseded by the 2012 Edition of The Confederate States 
of America Catalog and Handbook thar currently retails at  $325.  CMV= $60, Starting bid = $15. 

48. U.S.A.:  United States Postage Stamps, 1902-1935, by Max G. Johl, Quarterman Publications, Inc., 
Lawrence, MA, 1976 Reprint Edition, xxv + 565 pages, profusely illustrated. 6¼” x 9¼” hardbound with dust 
jacket, ISBN 0-88000-069-4, pristine.  Definitive reference work that covers the production of the definitives and 
commemoratives stamps issued during this 34-year period, with extensive information on the Washington-
Franklin series issues.  CMV = $85. Starting bid = $21. 

49. U.S.A.:  Tips on Types, The Washington-Franklin Two Cent Reds 1908 to 1923 & Three Cent Violets 1908 to 
1919, by Robbin Dick, Author-published, Penfield, NY, 2008 Second Edition, ii + 26 pages, profusely illustrated 
in color. 5½” x 8½” paperback, fair condition (water-damaged bottom ⅓ page warpage).  A review by Alfred 
Carroccia in the Third Quarter 2007 The Philatelic Communicator states “Dick has taken the mystery out of the 
identification of the different types and compressed a wealth of information in a compact source that can easily be 
taken to a bourse and used for quick identification without guessing which type a stamp may be.”  Its enlarged 
illustrations showing arrowed details serve as essential guides for W-F collectors.  CMV = $20, Starting bid = $4. 

50. U.S.A.:  Prexie Postal History, Volume 2, by Richard W. Helbock, La Posta Publications, Lake Oswego, OR, 
1988, 100 pages, profusely illustrated. 8⅜” x 11” softbound, like-new condition. Subtitled An Anthology 
Examining the Postal History Possibilities Presented by the 1938 Presidential Series, this volume contains six 
chapter articles, ranging from low-value usages to collecting and exhibiting strategies, and two appendices related 
to domestic and international mail rates during the tenure of the Prexies.  EMV = $12. Starting bid = $3. 

51. U.S.A.:  U.S. Parcel Post, A Postal History, by Henry M. Gobie, Author-published, 1979, vi + 250 pages, 
illustrated. 6¼” x 8⅞” hardbound, good condition.  Essential handbook on U.S. parcel post stamps providing a 
study of each of the denominations and their postal markings and usages, includes contemporary Post Office 
Department documents (regulations and procedures) related to parcel post.  CMV = $24. Starting bid = $5. 

52. U.S.A. / Revenues:  The Stamps That Caused the American Revolution, by Adolph Koeppel, Town of North 
Hempstead, NY (publisher), Manhasset, NY, 1976, xiv + 193 pages, illustrated, 7¼” x 10¼”  hardbound, like-new 
condition.  American Revolutionary postal history book that surveys the embossed stamps of the American Stamp 
Act of 1765.  CMV = $20, Starting bid = $4. 

53. U.S.A.:  Simpson’s U.S. Postal Makings 1851-1861, by Thomas J. Alexander. U.S. Philatelic Classics 
Society, Inc., Columbus, OH, 1979, xiv + 434 pages, profusely illustrated, 9” x 11¼” hardbound with dust jacket, 
ISBN 0-960035-0-8, pristine.  This revised and enlarged Second Edition is the standard reference work for this 
time period and illustrates 1000s of postal markings by type with rarity factors, and includes a portfolio of covers, 
1855 postal regulations, and extensive selected bibliography.  CMV = $60, Starting bid = $15. 

54. U.S.A.:  U.S. Domestic Postal Rates, 1872-1993, by Henry W. Beecher and Anthony S. Wawrukiewicz, The 
Traditions Press, Shawnee-Mission, KS, 1994, xi + 229 pages, profusely illustrated, 8½” x 11¼” hardbound with 
dust jacket, pristine.  Although superseded by two later revised editions, this first edition remains an inexpensive 
major reference work of lasting value, indispensable to U.S. collectors interested in covers or postal history, with 
49 chapters that include rate tables for every conceivable type of domestic mail.  EMV = $25, Starting bid = $6. 

 



55. U.S.A.:  United States Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations, 1847 to GPU-UPU, by Charles J. Starnes, 
Leonard H. Hartmann, Louisville, KY, 1982, ii + 160 pages, illustrated, 8” x 9¾” hardbound, ISBN 0-917528-04-
2, like-new condition.  The basic work on U.S. postal rates to foreign destinations, comprising detailed rate tables 

from the U.S. to every country in the world for all mail systems with appendices covering British Treaty Mail via 
Marseilles, French postal charges, Bremen transit charges, UPU entrance dates, and more.  CMV = $27.50, 
Starting bid = $8. 

56. U.S.A. / Airmail:  Catalog of Classic American Airposts and Aeronautica, 1784-1900, by Robert 
Schoendorf, Postilion Publications, Southfield, MI, 1982, 99 pages, profusely illustrated. 8¾” x 11¼” hardbound, 
ISBN 0-941480-00-3, like-new condition.  Chronological narrative of balloon flights with illustrations of involved 
persons, balloons (including the “Buffalo” semi-official issue), letters, and covers.  CMV = $20. Starting bid = $5. 

57. U.S.A. / Postal History:  Western Post Offices, Richard W. Helbock (Compiler), La Posta Publications, Lake 
Oswego, OR, 1993, iii + 215 pages, 8¼” x 10¾” softbound, like-new condition.  An extensive alphabetical listing 
of post offices of the Western States and their years of their operation and scarcity index values, with nine pages 
of introductory material and six pages of an Annotated Bibliography by States of relevant references.  CMV = 
$17, Starting bid = $3.50. 

58. U.S.A. / Postal History:  The Pony Express, A Postal History, by Richard C. Frajola, George J. Kramer, and 
Steven C. Walske, The Philatelic Foundation, New York City, 2005, vi + 165 pages, profusely illustrated in color, 
8¾” x 11¼” hardbound, ISBN 0-011989-03-X, pristine.  Authoritative handbook contains route maps and census 
of all 250 recorded and color illustrations of most known Pony Express covers, list of all trips with departure and  
arrival dates, and company history and management.  CMV = $45, Starting bid = $15. 

59. U.S.A. / Colorado:  Colorado Gold Rush Letters – 1858 to 1872, by David F. New, Western Cover Society, 
2020, 80 pages, profusely illustrated in color, ISSN 0510-2332, 8½” x 11” two-sided loose-leaf pages in 40 pocket 
page protectors in a 2”-wide, 3-ring view binder, pristine.  Based on the author’s extensive collection of covers, 
letters, photographs, maps, and other ephemera, this well-researched article is from the March 2020 issue of 
Western Express, Research Journal of Early Western Mails (Vol. 70, No. 1a).  EMV = $30, Starting bid = $6. 

60. Worldwide / Airmail:  Air Mail, an Illustrated History 1793-1981, Donald B. Holmes, Clarkson N. Potter, 
Inc., New York City, 1981, 266 pages, profusely illustrated, 8¾” x 11¼” hardbound with dust jacket, ISBN 0-517-
541467, like-new condition.  Chronological presentation of the history of airmail that includes a bibliography, 
philatelic references, and index.  CMV= $12.50, Starting bid = $2.50. 

Stamps, Postal History, Postal Stationery, Cinderellas, and Ephemera 

61. Åland:  Posten’s Frímärken 2001 official mint stamp year pack containing 12 stamps and a complete booklet 
of one pane of eight stamps, face value = FIM75.90/€11.77/~$13, Scott @ $36.55, LAPE 2023 @ €25/~$27 for 
pack.  CMV = $27, Starting bid = $10. 

62. Danish West Indies / Forgeries:  four Spiro Bros. forgeries of the DWI bicolored oval 4¢, 7¢, and 14¢ x2 
definitives, (Scott and Facit #s 7, 9, & 12),  with the tell-tale dash missing in “DANSK VESTINDISKE” and all 
“used” with Spiro-attributed fake mute cancellations, faulty copies (straight edges and close cut perforations), but 
still useful reference examples, and although Facit indicates “so-called ‘SPIRO’ forgeries are of no value,” they 
command relatively high sales prices when offered on eBay.  EMV = $40, Starting bid = $6. 

63. Denmark:  accumulation of ~215 stamps in a fair-condition 9” x 12” red-cover stock book (Elephant type, 16 
double-sided black pages with Mylar pockets and interleaving), stamps comprise ~71 different mint primarily 
1970s commemoratives and ~144 used 1940s-1960s primarily definitives (expect duplicates), auctioneer made no 
effort to catalogue or price stamps but estimates Scott CV to exceed $130.  EMV = $50, Starting bid = $12. 

64. Denmark:  6 oz. on-paper “kiloware” mixture of primarily 1980s-1990s definitives and commemoratives, 
~105 stamps per ounce based on sample 2-oz. weight count, estimated >600 stamps (much duplication, so perhaps 
only ~75 different), this packet is offered at a low start bid of <⅓¢ a stamp.  EMV = $10, Starting bid = $2. 

65. Denmark:  accumulation of ~1300 used stamps on 30 album pages and stock sheets from several collections, 
comprising primarily pre-1980 definitives, duplication but a considerable number of different stamps herein, note 
many BOB and better stamps with CVs >$1, expect mixed condition in a large lot, estimated CV $800, offered 
here to start at <2¢ a stamp.  EMV = $125, Starting bid = $25. 

66. Faroes:  2023 mint new issues of August and September, comprising three gummed souvenir sheets of one 
stamp each (Faroes’ and Martin Mörck’s 1000th stamps and eesa space travel), face value = DKK290/~$42.56, 
cost from Posta = €40.70/~$44.63.  CMV = $65, Starting bid = $25. 
 
67. Faroes:  three new mint issues of October 23, 2023, comprising a gummed mini-sheet of two stamps for 
Sound Art Live Theater, set of one White-Water Lily stamp, and set of two Christmas stamps depicting angels, 
face value = DKK155/~$22.75, cost from Posta = €21.75/~$23.81.  CMV = $35, Starting bid = $14. 



68. Faroes:  Føroysk Frímerki: 2023 / Faroese Stamps: 2023, Posta’s official year pack containing all 12 mint 
stamps and four mint mini-sheets (five stamps) issued from February 20 through October 23, plus an additional 
mint pane of 15 Faroese 2023 Christmas seals, face value of stamps = DKK657/~$96.43 + DKK30/~$4.40 for 
Christmas seals, cost from Posta = €96.20/~$105.  CMV = $157, Starting bid = $78. 

69. Finland:  two used examples of the m/60 coat-of-arms 1867 8p black on green, thin laid paper, roulette III 
variety (Scott #7 @ $225 for full-toothed example – note that these may require more scrutiny as they may be 
different roulette types, but CV is quoted for the lowest-valued variety), left stamp has two short teeth at top left 
and two on left side, right stamp has three short teeth on left side and one at bottom right, consequently, note that 
that the EMV for these two slightly faulty stamps is significantly discounted to ~11% of CV and the starting bid is 
set even lower at $5 each.  EMV = $50, Starting bid = $10. 

70. Finland:  exhibit-quality group of 17 m/89 3-numeral coat-of-arms definitives, comprising 5p (Scott #39) 
mint block of six (one stamp with HR), 10p (#40) mint block of four (one stamp LH) used 10p with circular 18 
rural carrier route postmark, and 25p (#42) unused (OG, HR) horizontal pair and used block of four with bulls-eye 
1920 Helsinki trilingual cds, Scott @ $855 for 12 unused stamps, but severely discounted for average to F/VF 
centering, Scott @ $3.90 for five used stamps, but premium here for postmarks.  EMV = $100, Starting bid = $20. 

71. Finland:  90 (~65 different, 77 used + 13 unused) F-VF 1930-1952 m/30 lion type definitive stamps (range 
Scott #s 161-304 / Facit #s 147-407), note different color shades of some duplicates, so worth further exam-
ination, also seven 1943-1944 military stamps not counted, Scott @ $56.65.  EMV = $45, Starting bid = $10. 

72. Finland:  56 (31 different) used F-VF 1963-1976 m/63 lion type definitive stamps (range Scott #s 312-464B / 
Facit #s 439-751), note different color shades, printings, and types of some duplicates, so worth further 
examination and consultation with the extensive specialized listings in Facit Norden to determine the exact Facit 
stamp numbers, some of which have premium values, Scott @ $15.20.  EMV = $15, Starting bid = $3. 

73. Finland:  48 (25 different) used F-VF 1975-1985 definitive series IV coat-of-arms type stamps (range of Scott 
#s 555-714 / Facit #s 763-1069), note different color shades, printings, and types of some duplicates, so worth 
further examination and consultation with the extensive specialized listings in Facit Norden to determine the exact 
Facit numbers, Scott @ $30.30, also postcard franked with booklet strip of four series IV stamps and eight 
definitive series IV different designs and series V stamps included but not counted.  EMV = $22, Starting bid = $5. 

74. Finland / FDCs:  119 cacheted first day covers (107 unaddressed & 12 addressed) representing 70 different 
stamps issued from 1960-1961 and 1969 to 1974, so expect some duplication, Facit values these FDCs at a 
minimum of SEK12/~$1.17 each, so this lot should total >SEK1400/>$137.  EMV = $68, Starting bid = $15. 

75. Finland / Postal History:  1899 5⅞” x 3¼” registered cover from Kouvola to Helsinki franked at left with 
two m/89 “three-numbered” coat-of-arms 20p perf. 12½ definitives (appears to be 1895 orange print, Facit 
#30j/Scott #41) tied by “KOUVOLA/17 VI. 99” bridge-type cds + additional strike at bottom, Helsinki trilingual 
June 17 receipt postmark on back, Facit @ SEK50/~$4.88, Scott Classic @$6, but premium here for two stamps 
on registered cover.  EMV = $10, Starting bid = $2. 

76. Finland:  miscellaneous remainders, comprising four postcards and three covers, the value here is two 
realphoto cards – unused and used 1924 with m/17 60p (Facit #102) definitive tied by Keuruu bridge-type cds, the 
other cards and covers are the kinds of items you might find in and cherry-pick from dealers’ $1 boxes, Facit @ 
SEK203/~$20 for the on-cover value of the nine stamps franking these items.  EMV = $20, Starting bid = $4. 

77. Finland:  nine ~6¼” x 4¾” 1938-1963 mostly commercial covers franked with 26 m/30 lion type definitives, 
addressed to U.S. (4) and Germany (5), these covers illustrate a range of rates, postmarks, and single to multiple 
stamp frankings, Facit @ SEK581/~$56 for these stamps used on cover.  EMV = $28, Starting bid = $6. 

78. Finland / Airmail:  July 20,1948 Helsinki to Amsterdam first flight cover franked with 8mk commemorative 
and 25mk definitive stamps (Scott #s 256 & 269) tied by a pictorial first-flight postmark, addressed to Kotka, back 
has Helsinki, Amsterdam, and Kotka datestamps and marring by the center flap from mount removal, Lünning @ 
SEK40/~$9 in 1978, but auctioneer could not find current valuation.  EMV = $20, Starting bid = $4. 

79. Greenland:  three used stamps on piece (Scott #s 375, 464, & 512 @ $27.25) postmarked 2008, also 
duplicate maps and postcard from Post Greenland.  EMV = $15, Starting bid = $3. 

80. Iceland / Forgeries:  reference accumulation of 14 Spiro Bros. forgeries of the 1873 first issue oval 2sk x3, 
4sk x3, 8sk x2, and 16sk x6 definitive stamps (Scott and Facit #s 1-4), all “used” with Spiro-attributed fake 
REYKJAVÍK postmarks, most with faults (primitive perforations and poor centering, probably deliberate to more 
closely simulate the actual issued stamps), and although Facit indicates “so-called ‘SPIRO’ forgeries are of no 
value,” they command relatively high sales prices when offered on eBay.  EMV = $140, Starting bid = $28. 

81. Iceland / Europa:  modern postal history, comprising a 12” x 7⅜” cardboard front cut from the cover of a 
2023 tracked commercial parcel to the U.S., franked with 29 2006 Europa 150kr stamps (Scott #1066b/Facit 



#1152) tied by eight  “KÓPAVOGUR/09.05.2023” bridge-type cds, Scott @ $137.75 italicized/Facit @ 
SEK1160/~$113 for used stamps off cover.  EMV = $60, Starting bid = $12. 

82. Norway:  miscellaneous collection of 61 mostly 1970s-1990s Norwegian postal stationery items, comprising 
29 postcards, seven kortbrevs, nine postbrevs, four aerograms, and 12 official postcards, majority are unused and a 
few have first day cancels, minimum catalog value estimated at $120.  EMV = $60, Starting bid = $15. 

83. Norway / Red Cross / Ephemera:  two Udvalgshefter (Selection books), 5½” x 4¼” 16-page stamp approval 
books from the Norges Røde Kors – Book 1 is about half-full with 77 stamps (a selection of the Olav V 
definitives, 1962-1965 commemorative issues, and six pages with official stamps), and Book 2 contains 118 
stamps (some lion stamps, a few posthorn varieties, and a large selection of Haakon VII definitives) – all are 
common stamps; however, the booklets represent an example of fund raising by the Norwegian Red Cross and are 
an interesting complement to a Red Cross collection or thematic exhibit, but let’s start this lot at 3¢ a stamp..  
EMV = $20, Starting bid = $5. 

84. Norway:  Frimerkets dag 1984 souvenir card with two stamps commemorating the 150th anniversary of the 
weekly press (Facit #s946-947 @ SEK53/~$5, Scott #s 848-849) and the same two stamps with a “SPECIMEN” 
overprint, produced for Norsk Filatelistforbund (Norwegian Philatelic Association).  CMV = $18, Starting bid = $8 

85. Norway / Stamp Show Ephemera:  matched set of 26 different horizontal-formatted 7” x 4⅞” unaddressed 
Norway Post souvenir pictorial postcards issued for philatelic shows and exhibitions held during 1989 to 1991, 
each card is franked on the picture side with a 1970 10kr Olav V definitive (Facit #631/Scott #541) tied by a 
Norwegian Post Office special show cancellation, a difficult set to assemble.  EMV = $52, Starting bid = $20. 

86. Scandinavia and Finland:  primarily used stamp collection in 150 printed Scott Part I (1850-1965) specialty 
pages for Scandinavia and Finland housed in a Scott Specialty Series 10¼” x 12” x 2” two-post green album 
binder with matching slipcase (album set retail estimated @ $150), contents include ~812 stamps (majority pre-
1950 issues) from Denmark (206), Finland (149) Iceland (129), Norway (126), and Sweden (202), album and 
pages are in like-new condition, but stamps have been removed throughout and ~27 pages have remaining 
peelable hinges that can be easily removed, auctioneer made no attempt to catalogue the stamps, but a casual 
inspection indicates many better stamps cataloging $1 to $20 throughout, expect mixed condition (various 
centering, but all stamps appear sound), few complete sets present, particular strength in Finland, Iceland, and 
Sweden, should be quite a number of stamps here to fill holes in starter to intermediate collections of these 
countries and in worldwide 1840-1940 classic collections, conservative estimated Scott CV should well exceed 
$800, opportunity at a cheap starting bid set at just 20¢ a stamp or about the cost of the album pages, binder, and 
slipcase.  (Scans of selected pages can be provided on request.) EMV = $400, Starting bid = $160. 

87. Sweden:  accumulation of ~1825 used stamps on 25 album pages and stock sheets from several collections 
comprising primarily 1960-2000 definitives and commemoratives, duplication but a significant number of different 
stamps herein, note many better with CVs >$1 (e.g., Scott #s 1801-08a, 1891-93a, 1906a, 2517 pair @ $35 total), 
expect mixed condition in a large lot, ECV $1000, but start bid is <2¢ a stamp.  EMV = $200, Starting bid = $35. 

88. Sweden:  19 different 1958-2006 mint NH items, comprising seven stamps in complete sets or pairs, seven 
booklet panes or strips, and five complete booklets, list of items with Scott #s & values included (available on 
request), Scott @ $108.40, note mint LH complete set of 7 #s 268-74 & #577 bonus added to lot but not counted 
or valued.  EMV = $54, Starting bid = $15. 

89. Sweden:  Svenska Frimärken 1977 official stamp year pack, comprising three stock cards with 35 stamps + 
two complete booklets, with additional descriptive pamphlet.  CMV = $22, Starting bid = $4.50. 

90. Sweden:  Svenska Frimärkshäften 1993 official stamp booklet year pack, comprising three stock cards with 
ten complete booklets, with bonus STOCKHOLMIA86 booklet.  CMV = $97.50, Starting bid = $20. 

91. Sweden:  2004 Stockholm Archipelago set of four self-adhesive stamps (Scott #2484a-d + e/Facit #s 2425-28 
+ HBL), mint booklet pane mounted on Sweden Post presentation page and used set on four maxi-cards with FDI 
10/7/20 postmarks, Scott @ $22/Facit @ SEK142/~$13.86. EMV = $18, Starting bid = $3.50. 

92. Sweden:  smörgåsbord lot of 17 1900-1930s covers, comprising seven postal stationery items (five with 
franking indicia, two with affixed postage, all internal to Sweden) and ten covers (one registered from Rutvik, 
eight addressed to Boston), perhaps some better items and frankings in this eclectic cover lot, but not evaluated 
and  will be offered here as though all these items were selected from a dealer’s box of $1 covers.  EMV = $17, 
starting bid = $3. 

93. Sweden / Airmail:  May 25, 1936 first night mail flight cover from the Stockholm Bromma airport to 
Copenhagen, with a two-stamp franking of 15 öre (Trycksaker = printed-matter rate) tied by two “Stockholm-
Hannover” night mail flight pictorial postmarks, no Hannover receipt mark, instead a “KØBENHAVN/25 5. 36” 
LUFTPOST” bridge cds receipt marking.  EMV = $15, Starting bid = $3. 



94. Sweden / Stamp Exhibition Ephemera:  matching set of four 7¾” x 4⅞” September. 21, 1974 first day 
covers for the STOCKHOLMIA 74 III stamps as special-issue miniature sheets of four (Facit #s 883-886, BL3 @ 
SEK150/ ~$14.64, Scott #s 1045-1048 @ $14 in italics) canceled with a pictorial show postmark, additional 
postmark at left, covers are in a 5¾” x 8¼” cardstock folder with issue information printed on back, priced at 
SEK10 at the show (entrance ticket included) with 4.40 kr (face value of stamps) went to the Post Office and 5.60 
kr to the foundation STOCKHOLMIA 74, unfortunately the entrance ticket is not included here.  CMV = $14, 
Starting bid - $3.50. 

95. Sweden / Cinderellas:  22 complete mint sheets of Sweden’s Tuberculosis seals for years 1972, 1974 to 
1988, 1992 to 1993, 1994 (1949 to 1994 reprints), 1995, 1996, and 1998, AFA Julemærker Norden 2012 @ 
DKK80/ ~$11.74 each sheet = ~$258 CV, market values range from SEK75 each for earlier sheets to SEK30 each 
for more recent, so figure an average of SEK50 per sheet or SEK1100/~$107 for the lot.  EMV = $107, Starting 
bid = $33. 

96. Ephemera / International Philatelic Exhibitions:  13 commemorative items, comprising four covers and 
nine postcards, nine of which represent the philatelic exhibitions  SICILIA 59, SOPEX ’68 and ’69, 
Liechtensteinische Briefmarkenausstelling 1972, PARIS 1975, ORCOEXPO ‘83, BIPEX 1984, Bulgaria ’89, and 
PHILEXFRANCE 99, and four others for nonphilatelic exhibitions, difficult grouping to assemble.  EMV = $30, 
Starting bid = $10. 

97. Ephemera / Germany:  a nostalgic trip down Memory Lane with the Zenith Stamp Company that dealt in 
low-cost approval offerings, which began about 1919, originally in Brooklyn but later relocated to the retail stamp 
citadel of Nassau Street in New York City where it finished operating around 1965 – here is a lot of 14 of Zenith’s 
~7½” x 3½” approval sheets torn (thus, ragged left sides) from approval booklets containing offers of hinged 
“sets” of German stamps ranging from 1943 to 1948 and priced at 10¢ to 45¢ each, sheets have a total of 119 
different stamps (21 unused & 98 used, GDR x104, Germany x6, & Saar x9) that one would expect these cheap 
approval not to have much value today; however, the stamps on these 14 sheets that sold in the 1950s for $3.35 
now have a Scott CV of $141.60 [e.g., a GDR used set of 16 famous men stamps (Scott #s 10N29-44 @ $26.45) 
was priced at 20 cents!].  Note that a list of stamps with Scott #s and values can be provided on request.  EMV = 
$85, Starting bid = $14. 

98. Austria:  2001 Stamp Day semi-postal issue, comprising a complete mint sheet of five stamps and se-tenant 
labels (Scott #B371 @ $37.50).  EMV = $30, Starting bid = $8. 

99. Philippines:  used F to VF stamps, Scott #s 241-253 (short set missing #254, #242 & 249 with faults), 
complete set of #s 255-260A (#256 unused), & #s 276-284 (short set missing #281, #280 unused), Scott @ ~$101.  
EMV = $30, Starting bid = $8. 

100. Europe / WWII Topicals:  25 unaddressed cacheted 6⅜” x 4½” covers from 1994 commemorating the 50th 
anniversary of D-Day, the invasion of Normandy, countries represented are Belgium, France, Great Britain, Isle of 
Man, Jersey, Luxembourg, Poland , Russia, and Slovenia, all stamps are tied by different pictorial 
commemorative postmarks, colorful WWII topical lot.  EMV = $50, Starting bid = $12. 

End of lots for SCCL Auction #71 


